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; The population d is t r ibu t ions of the entry s t a t es , the entry l ines <E*> versus
• m u l t i p l i c i t y , the energy spectra and the angular d i s t r i bu t i ons of the con t in -
; uum Y-rays as a function of m u l t i p l i c i t y i n 157-iGiyb from the reactions o f

,( 136 MeV and 149 MeV 20Ne with lhuM and l l t 6Nd have been invest igated wi th a
i 4TT mul t idetector system gated wi th a Ge detector . The observed entry l ines

•::] and Y-decay modes indicate changes in the nuclear structure with increasing
spin. This systematic change for N = 87 - 91 Yb isotopes suggests an evolu-
tion of nuclear shapes from prolate at low spins to particle aligned oblate
structure for 157Yb and 158Yb followed by the onset of high-K bands bui l t
~on largely deformed oblate states at increasingly higher spin between 38 and'
5O\fi with increasing neutron number for 157-15*Yb. Furthermore evidence for
anjevolution to tr iaxial shape at I = 50 for 158Yb was found.

1. Introduction

The behavior of nuclei at high angular momenta has been the prime interest
in experimental heavy-ion physics1-) and the focus of theoretical discussions2) for
almost two decades. The combination of new heavy-ion beams and sophisticated ex-
perimental instrumentation are the tools, which are used to investigate the nuclei
at high spin. Multidetector arrays of up to fourteen Nal detectors3"6) were used
f i r s t , and more recently, good efficiency Y~ray coincidence-sum spectrometers7'"8)
and correlation techniques9, have been employed. The rare earth nuclei with neu-
tron number -\> 90 have been investigated and discussed most extensively.

The evolution of nuclear structure as a function of angular momentum and pro-
ton or neutron number is of fundamental importance in understanding the interplay
of the collective and single particle degrees of freedom which determines nuclear
behavior away from closed shells. Experimentally only a few nuclei have been found
to obtain an oblate ground state. With increasing angular momentum, however, an
alignment of quasiparticle angular momenta tends to make the nucleus oblate. The
nuclei around A = 150 are known to have few-particle yrast states up to I = 38
with a small oblate deformation (e ^ 0.1 - 0.2)10). This behavior is well under-
stood also with the rotating l iquid drop model11)"," ', which predicts the evolu-
tion of nuclear shapes with increasing angular momentum from spherical, at I = 0,
to increasingly deformed oblate structure up to I fc 70 (for A = 160). This behav-
ior is expected to be strongly modified by.tJie-jSii^-L structure of the nuclei?
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For nuclei A «: 160 the pairing effects at low spins cause the significant prolate
deformations (e ^ 0.1 - 0.3) observed. The exitation energy and angular momentum
are then generated by collective rotation around an axis perpendicular to the sym-
metry axis. However, with increasing rotational frequency, the pairing can be bro-
ken and a few particles align their spin vectors along the rotation axis. These
effects cause the backbending phenomenon1} and can break the axial symmetry, but
the nuclei retain basically prolate shape (y = O0)12).Alignment of additional par-
ticles and the rotation can increase the shell energy for prolate shape and fi-
nally lead to an oblate nucleus rotating around the symmetry axis. Thus the tend-
ency for prolate nuclei to become oblate with increasing angular momentum is a
combined liquid drop and shell effect. For nuclei with N > 90 the negative shell
energy for prolate shape is so strong that a transition from prolate to oblate
shape is not likely13). The good rotational behavior of those nuclei is also ex-
perimentally observed up to spin -v. 65 fi. Thus the nuclei with N = 85 - 90 on the
border of the deformation region are the most probable canditates for such a
change. Recently several theoretical calculations for Er and Yb nuclei have been
performed 1^-16).

Transitions from one type of nuclear structure to another can be observed
in a single nucleus as a function of spin. For the yrast states and the states
near the yrast line these effects should vary in a systematic way with neutron
(or proton) number. The observation of both: the change and its systematics is
of fundamental importance in understanding the phenomenon. Here evidence for an
evolution of nuclear shapes with increasing spin in the N = 87-91 Yb isotopes is
presented.

2. Experimental methods

Metallic targets of 14ItNd and llf6Nd were bombarded with 136 MeV and 149 MeV
20Ne beams from CRIC. The triggering signal for the electronics of the Spin Spec-
trometer, a A-n multidetector system, was derived from a Ge detector positioned at
117° to the beam. In the data analysis the exit channels were selected by gating
on known low lying gamma transitions in each product nucleus. In these experiments
69 out of 72 Nal detectors (92.3 % of 4TT) in the spectrometer were used. For each
event the Ge pulse height and its time relative to the cyclotron RF and all non-
zero pulse heights from the Nal detectors and their times relative to the Ge <•
trigger were recorded. The event tapes were first processed to correct for non-
linearities in the Nal pulse heights, match the?-gains of the Nal elements, derive
an accurate reference time for each event by averaging the times of the Nal y-
pulses, and separate neutron and y-ray pulses by time of flight. The processed
events were then sorted to construct the desired spectra.

2.1 ENTRY STATE MEASUREMENTS

The final events were first sorted to construct a Ge spectrum for each y-ray
coincidence fold (k) and each 1.0 MeV interval in total y-ray pulse height (H).
The areas of the Ge peaks due,to.the 2 - 0 or 17/2 - 13/2 yrast transitions
in iS7-i6iyb from each spectrum were determined by least-squares fits with
Gaussian peak shapes to provide the population distribution, Qx(H,k), for each
exit channel x. Alternately, gates on these transitions and nearby background were
placed on the Ge pulse height and the events were scanned to produce the Qx(H,k)
distributions directly. The same results were obtained from both methods. The en-
try state populations, RX(E ,My), in exitation energy-multiplicity space were
obtained from the measured distributions Qx(H,k) by an iterative least-squares
unfolding procedure17*18). Some of the angular momentum and exitation energy is
removed by low energy or delayed transitions (below the gating transition) that,
were not detected by the spectrometer. The MY and E distributions for these can-
nels have been shifted to compensate for these undetected transitions'8). The
response functions of the spectrometer, P(E ,My •* H,k), used in the unfolding
procedure were constructed from data taken with radioactive sources as descriped
in ref. 1 7 ) .



2.2 GAMMA-RAY DECAY MEASUREMENTS

The y-ray decay of the entry states was studied using the Nal detectors in
the spectrometer. The pulse height spectra for each coincidence fo ld , 0 k, werg
constructed from five dif ferent groups of detectors at angles of 24.4 , 45.6 ,
65.7°, 77.5° and 87.3° (arid thei r suplements) with respect to the+beam. Jhese
spectra were constructed in coincidence with the 2 - 0 or 17/2 - 13/2 yrast
transitions in the product nuclei observed in the Ge detector and corrected for
the underlying Compton background in the Ge gate. The Nal pulse height spectra
were then unfolded to y ie ld the y-ray energy spectra, by an i terat ive unfolding
procedure that corrects for the responces of the detectors. These were obtained
from measurements with radioactive sources of y-ray energies between 136 keV and
4439 keV and included the effects of detector to detector scattering and coin-
cidence summing appropriate for each pulse height spectrum17). The associated
mul t ip l ic i t ies for each spectrum (or coincidence fold) were determined from the
spectrometer responce functions, P\E »My-»-H,k);, and the deduced entry state
populations, RX(E ,My), as descriped in detail in re f . 1 7 ) .

3. Experimental results

3.1 POPULATION OF THE ENTRY STATES

The entry state populations, Rv(E*,My), were determined for a l l xn and axn
els from 136 MeV and 149 MeV z8Ne + 14sNd re

y p p , (, y)
channels from 136 MeV and 149 MeV z8Ne + 14sNd reactions and 149 MeV 20Ne +
reaction. Some of the results from 20Ne + ll+GNd reaction at 136 MeV are illus-
trated in Fig. la which shows the experimental Qen(H»k) distribution for 1 6 0Yb.
Contour maps of the unfolded entry state populations, RX(E ,M Y ) , from the xn
channels are shown in Fig. 1b.

The Monte Carlo code JULIAN-PACE19) modified to include a more realistic
treatment of ytray strengths was used to carry out the statistical model calcu-
lations. The initial i distributions were assumed to be of the form

Reasonable agreement with the experiment was obtained with £fU5 = 59.5 and d =1.
This is a close approximation to that predicted by the sum rule model 2 0 ) . The
level density parameter used in the calculations was a = A/9.5. The yrast lines
were taken from the rotating liquid drop model above spin 22; below spin 22 the
moment of inertia was assumed to decrease linearly with decreasing spin to ap-
proximate the behavior of rotational nuclei. The El y-ray emission strenght func-
tion included the giant dipole resonance with shape parameters taken from.exper-
imental systematics and strenght determined by the energy-weighted sum18).Statis-
tical E2 and Ml transitions were included with B(E2) = 1.0 W.u. and B(M1) = 0.005
W.u. together with collective stretched E2 transitions with B(E2) = 100 W.u. '.
below Ey = 2 MeV. With these parameters the Monte Carlo y-cascades proceeded to
the vicinity of the yrast line and then were assumed to reach the ground state
or an yrast state with spin < 2 by stretched E2 transitions1**). The theoretical
entry state distributions were constructed in (E ,I)-space and (E ,MY)-space
with these calculations. The optimum parameters were obtained by comparing the
experimental and calculated RX(E ,My) distributions.

The main features of the entry state populations such as the position of the
entry lines, the shapes of the E and My projections, and the cross-sections of
individual e\it channels are reproduced well by the performed statistical calcu-
lations. The Figs. 1c and Id show the calculated entry state populations for the
xn cannels from 20Ne + 14BNd reaction at 136 .MeV. The measured and calculated
entry lines from the data of Fig. 1 are compared in Fig. 2a. A good agreement is
observed for the positions and the slopes of the main part of the entry lines.
At higher multiplicities the experimental data show a significant decrease in the
slope of the entry lines for 1SuYb and 161Yb at My = 25 and 28 , respectively.
The same decrease in the slopes of the entry lines is observed at MY = 25 for
160Yb and at My = 23 for 159Yb in the entry lines from 20Ne + 12t6Nd reaction at
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Fig. 1 Entry state population distributions for xn products from 136 MeV 20Ne on
l l f gNd. (a) Experimental Q6n(H>k) distribution for 160Yb. Contour maps of (b-> ex-
perimental entry 'state populations RX(E ,My), (c) calculated entry state popu-
lations in (E ,1) space and (d) calculated entry state populations in (E ,M )
space for the xn canrels- The cross-section contours are for factors 1.4, 2.0,
4.0 and 8.0 relative to the peak value of 6n channel and are given by the dotted,
f u l l , dashed, and dash-dotted curves, respectively. The heavy dots indicate the
location of the maximum intensity for each channel. The 16uYb yrast l ine used in
the calculations is shown by the curve- below the contours.
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Fig. 2 Experimental (pata points) and calculated (solid lines) entry lines. <E*>
versus mul t ip l ic i ty , NL, for the 159-I6iy|j isotopes from (a) 136 MeV and {b; 149
MeV 20Ne on i^Nd reactions, and (c) for llt8Nd from 149 KeV 20Ne on lltttNd and

py p () a d {b;
MeV 20Ne on i^Nd reactions, and (c) for llt8Nd from 149 KeV 20Ne on lltttNd and
ltf6Nd reactions. The dashed lines were drawn parallel to the calculated entry
l ines.



149 MeV which are shown in fig. 2b. Fig.
2c shows the entry lines for *58Yb from
20Me + it<4Nd and 20Ne + i^M reactions
at 149 MeV. In this case the decrease in
the slope of the entry line occurs at M̂
= 22. These effects observed in the ex-
perimental entry lines cannot be . repro-
duced by the s ta t is t ical model calcula-
tions with any reasonable variation of
the parameters that does not involve the
onset of a different nuclear structure
or a rapid increase in the effective mo-
ment of inertia of the product nuclei.
These two effects should be reflected in
a different way in the decay of the en-
try states and thus by studying the as-
sociated y-ray spectra they can be dis-
tinguished.

3.2 DECAY OF THE ENTRY STATES

Some unfolded y-ray energy spectra
from all the Nal detectors in the spec-
trometer normalized to their associated
multiplicities are shown in fig. 3. The
spectra from 151Yb (fig. 3a) evolve in
a familiar way for a rare earth nucleus
with N > 90. The upper edge of the bump
moves to higher energies with increasing
multiplicity up to My = 27. The observed
angular distribution of the y-rays con-
firmed the quadrupole character of the
bump. At higher multiplicities a spike,
with a stretched dipole character,at =
700 keV is observed. Despite the onset
of a localized dipole t ransi t ions, the
upper edge of the quadrupole bump con-
tinues to move to higher EY for higher
multipl ici t ies. The appearance of the
dipole component occurs at the same mul-
t ip l ic i ty as the decrease in the slope
of the entry line (fig. 2a) and thus ex-
plains the behaviour. Interestingly, the
dipole component (^ 0.7 MeV) is located
at about half the energy of the quadru-
pole component (^1.4 MeV).

In 160Yb this observed change in
the decay mode is even more pronounced.
For f̂ , up to 25 the spectra show a sim-
i la r evolving bump (fig 3b), which is
completely consistent with stretched E2
transitions at all Ey, as seen from the
anisotropies of the y-rays shown in fig.
4a (MY = 16-19). Above My = 25 the y-ray
spectra show additional transitions lo-
calized at EY ^ 650 keV and that the
quadrupole bump continues to evolve up-
ward somewhat slower as My increases.
The dipole character of the transitions
localized at ^ 650 keV can clearly be

frnm the anisotropieR shown in
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Fig. 3 Unfolded continuum y-ray spectra
of i6i-i57Yb for selected My as indi-
cated from the reactions: (a) 1Ii6?ld(20Ne
,5n) at 136 MeV, (b) i^ N d (26 ? i e j 6 n ) a t
136 KeV and 149 MeV, (c) 1I|SNd(20Ne,7n)
at 136 KeV and 149 KeV, (d) lif^Nd(20Ne,
8n) and l t t l }Nd(20Ne,6n) at 149 KeV, (e)
lttftNd(20Ne,7n) at 149 MeV.
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Fig. 4 Anisotropies of the continuum y-rays in (a) l b 0Yb, (b) 1 5 9Yb, and (c)
15^Yb. The My values indicated give the half maximum limits corresponding to
the k gates used.

fig. 4a for M >. 26. An analysis of the difference spectra for succesively higher
multiplicities, together with the angular distribution information, indicates a
dipole to quadrupole ratio of 0.9 + 0.2. This ammount of the dipole transitions
accounts exactly for the observed decrease of the slope in the entry lines in
figs. 2a and 2b. The constant slope of the entry lines above M = 27 further sug-
gests that the ratio of the dipole and the quadrupole transitions remains essen-
tially constant up to highest observed multiplicities ̂  32.

The multiplicity was connected to the nuclear spin using the observed y-decay
properties of the nuclei and the statistical model calculations discussed earlier.
For multiplicities below the observed change in the slope of the entry line the
rotational picture used in the calculations reproduces the entry state populations
and the slopes of the entry lines well and thus the maping for those multiplici-
ties was taken from the calculated entry lines as a function of My and of I using
the formula <I> =(£, I * RX(I»MY))/(Z RX(I,MY), where Rx(I,My) is the calculated
entry state distribution in (I,M ) space. For higher multiplicities the additional
Al = 1 transitions were taken into account by changing the MY to I conversion
above the turning point by factor -v- 0.75 corresponding to the equal dipole to
quadrupole ratio.By using the maping described above the multiplicities where
the onset of the new decay mode occur, correspond to I = 50 (MY = 27) and I = 45
(MY = 25) for

 161Yb and 1 6 0Yb, respectively.
The trend for the appearance of the dipole component at progressively lower

spins as neutron number decreases continues in the lighter Yb isotopes as seen
from the data in figs. 3 and 4. The onset of the new decay mode occurs at Mv =
23 (I « 42) for 152Yb. An additional interesting phenomenon is observed in the
data of ls6Yb. The entry lines for the population of 158Yb (fig. 2c) show nearly
expected slope for My < 22. At My = 22 the slope of the entry line decreases and
then at MY = 28 it increases, taking a value close to that of MY < 22. Two prom-
inent features are apparent in the spectra from i^Nd(2°Ne,6n)l58Yb and ll*6Nd(
20Ne,8n)158Yb reactions at 149 MeV shown in fig 3d. In this case a bump at EY <v-
500 - 900 keV which evolves smoothly up to MY = 20 is seen. Above MY = 22 a second
bump at higher energy with its upper edge reaching to ^ 1.4 MeV at MY = 28
appears. The behavior of these bumps with increasing multiplicity together with
the shape of the entry lines ana the angular distribution data, provides a



consistent picture of the de-exitation of 158Yb. The yrast decay sheme for 158Yb
is known up to 12 state and includes a cascade of stretched E2 transitions with
energies from 358 keV to 683 keV21). The observed motion of the upper edge of the
lower bump is consistent with the continuation of a predominantly quadrupole cas-
cade up to My = 20 ( I = 36). Hovever,the angular distr ibutions of the y-rays from
500 to 800 keV for MY between 12 and 20 are less ani so tropic than would be ex-
pected for pure stretched quadrupole radiation ( f i g . 4c) indicating the presence
of some dipoles. I t is also seen as a small difference in the slopes of the ob-
served and calculated entry lines for U6Nd(20Ne,8n)1It8Yb reaction at 149 MeV
( f i g . 2c). Furthermore below MY = 20 the difference spectra for successive f-L.
bins show that the additional y-rays contribute not only to the upper edge of the
bump but also to the region of the peak. Between My" = 15 - 20 the contribution of
the additional transitions expands from 0.5 MeV to 1.0 MeV. These features sug-
gest a tendency toward an aligned-quasiparticle structure, characteristic of nu-
c le i with small oblate deformation, between I ^ 25 - 40 for 158Yb.

A sudden change in the behavior of the decay of 158Yb is seen at My = 22
( f i g . 3d), exactly,at same NL as the decrease in the slope of the entry occur
( f i g . 2c). The contribution of the additional y-rays between My = 22 - 28 are lo-
calized in two separate components,at the lower half of the intense bump and at
Ey A, 1.3 MeV well above the upper edge of the intense bump. The angular d i s t r i -
butions of the y-rays between My=22-26 show a clear dipole and quadrupole char-
acter for the lower and higher,energy component, respectively, as seen from the
anisotropies in f i g . 4c. Based on the difference spectra, the angular distributions
and the shape of the entry l ine the dipoles are estimated to be confined to a
narrow region of 650 ± 100 keV.This data also indicates that 3 to 4 out of 6
transit ions between My - 22 - 28 are dipoles. The quadrupole transitions are also
localized to a region of about 100 keV wide and the centre of i t moves slowly
upward from * 1.2 to ^ 1.3 MeV as the mu l t ip l i c i t y increases from 22 to 27.
Thus the decay mode of 158Yb between,!!, = 2 2 - 2 6 ( I = 40 - 48) is the same as
the decay mode of 159Yb, 160Yb and i«Yb above I = 42, 45 and 50 , respectively.
In addition a'rfother change in the decay mode of 158Yb is observed at the highest
mu l t i p l i c i t i es . The growth of the dipole component decreases sharply at My = 27
while the high energy quadrupole component continues to evolve up to highest mul-
t i p l i c i t i e s studied. This is also consistent with the increase in the slope of the
entry l ine at My = 27 and the slope, characteristic for qadrupole radiation at
I * 50, i t shows at MY > 27.

The behavior of *57Yb was investigated using the 14l*Nd(20Ne,7n) reaction at
149 MeV for the mul t ip l i c i t y range between 8 and 23. For this l imited range nf My
the behavior of the y-decay is identical to that of 158Yb as seen from f i g . 3e.
The aligned single part ic le character is oserved at M = 1 2 - 1 8 ( 1 = 2 0 - 35)
and the onset of new decay mode characterized by localized dipole and quadrupole
transit ions occur at M = 21 ( I = 38).

After the onset of the new decay mode the upper edge of the quadrupole bump
develops exactly the same way in a l l isotopes evolving toward higher energies with
increasing spin while they decay in a di f ferent way at liwer spins. This qua-
drupole radiation is a new component not connected to the continuation of the
low spin rotational spectrum as can be seen from the spectra of the l ighter iso-
topes where the bump develops apart from the bump observed at lower spin.
However, the effect ive moment of inert ia calculated from the positio:: of the edge
of the bump and the associated spin is ^ 150 fi MeV"1 and increases s l ight ly with
increasing spin. This behavior is close to the predictions of the rotating l iquid
drop model.

4. Discussion

From the data a systematic variation of the decay mode in the i57-isiy5 - j s 0 _
topes is observed. This variation correlates with neutron number and nuclear spin.
The variations of the decay mode are reflected as the onset of a strong dipole
component located at half the energy of a quadrupole component that evolves in
energy with increasing spin. The new decay mode appears at I = 38, 40, 42, 45 ;d



50 in N = 87, 88, 89, t9O and 91 Yb isotopes, respectively- The decay spectra for
157Yb and i58Yb at l'^'20 - 35 suggest a behavior similiar to that of lighter il =
86 nuclei such as 1 5 2Dy 2 2) which is characteristic of particle aligned states
found in slightly oblate nuclei.

Detailed systematic calculations of nuclear structure effects as a function
of spin in these Yb isotopes, have been performed by Andersson e_t. jil_.15). The
general features of their calculations can be used as a guide to possible inter-
pretation of the changes observed in the decay modes of N = 87 - 91 Yb isotopes.
Their results, combined with known pairing effects at low spin, for the nuclear
shape and deformation as a function of angular momentum are shown in fig. 5. The
results for odd-A isotopes were obtained by interpolation. Due to pairing effects
at low spin (I < 20) all the N > 86 Yb isotopes are prolate with e = 0.1 - 0.3.
With increasing spin the deformation decreases, but the nuclei stay prolate (y =
0°). At higher spins a sudden change to oblate shape is predicted for the lighter
Yb isotopes. This change occurs at progressively higher spins with increasing
neutron number. As the angular momentum further increases the nuclear shape .
develops back towards pro!ate .shape via an intermediate triaxial shape. 162Yb Is
predicted to be oblate only near I = 60 and I50Yb is expected to become oblate at
I <v 40 - 50 and to remain oblate up to spin -v 70. 158Yb is predicted to become
oblate at low spin and to evolve to triaxial shape above I = 50 .

In 157Yb and 158Yb the observed y-decay indicates aligned single-particle
behavior between I ̂  20-35. This is just the structure which would be expected
if these nuclei have the weekly deformed (e = 0.1) oblate shape predicted by the
calculations. The 157-I6iyb nuclei all have a similiar decay above I = 38 in
the spin range where they are predicted to be obi ate.This, in addition to the
observed single particle character of 157Yb and 158Yb at lower spins (where
they only are predicted to be oblate), indicates that the observed decay mode
with .localized dipole and quadrupole transitions is associated with an oblate
nuclear shape. However, because of the localization of the dipoles ...̂  near half
the energy of the quadrupole radiation observed at the same multiplicities, it is
obvious that transitions'in collective bands are responsible for these y-rays. The
yrast states of an oblate nucleus, whatever its deformation, are most likely to
be aligned quasiparticle states with spin vector along the symmetry axis. Thus
these are K = I states upon which collective states could be built. According to
theoretical investigations appreciable collectivity should not be expected for
|e| < 0.25, but could be important for larger deformations23). The exited states
of these bands will not be yrast but could lie close to the yrast line. Mi radi
ation should"in fact be favoured within these bands since according to the rota-
tional model B(M1) - K2 while B(E2) « 1/K.

From the arguments discussed in previous sections a possible explanation
for the behavior of the decay modes observed in i57-i6iYb can be found. The
evidence for a transition to aligned single particle structure at low spin in
157Yb and 158Yb was observed as discussed earlier. This behavior is obviously
connected with small deformations (e = 0.1 - 0.2). The new collective decay mode
with localized Ml and E2 transitions, which can be connected with large basicly
oblate deformations (e z 0.25), appears at I = 38, 40, 42, 45 amd 50 in i 5 7Yb,
1 5 8Yb, 1 5 9Yb, 160Yb and 1 6 1Yb, respectively. This suggests an evolution along
y W 60° axis for 157Yb and 158Yb in the direction of increasing |e| between I =
20~and 40. Since the aligned quasiparticle states most favourably are the orbitals
of highest available j above the closed shell the valence configuration tends to
polarize also the core. Furthermore, when core-excitations are needed to increase
the angular momentum the most favoured ones involve spherical holes below the
shell gap and oblate particle states above the gap. Thus simply from the shell
structure considerations, "the oblate deformation continues to increase with
increasing angular momentum just as for the.rotating liquid drop. The A > 158
appear to undergo a transition to (or close to) the y = 60° (oblate) axis with
|e| already large enough to allow collective excitations.The spins at which the
transition is observed as a function of |e| agree with the theory not only in
qualitative trend but also quantitatively. According to the theoretical calcu-
lations all the Yb isotopes become unstable with respect to triaxial shapes at
sufficiently high spin. Only in case of 158Yb this change is predicted to occur
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Fig. 5 Trajectories of equilibrium shapes in the (e,y) plane for N = 91 - 87 Yb
isotopes. The solid lines are from the calculations in ref. 1 5) (even-A) and in-
terpolation from the calculations (odd-A). The dashed lines represent pictorically
the shapes interpreted from the experimental data. The dots and open circles give

the spin values demarking the trajectories.

at the spin range covered by the present experiments. Interestingly, 158Yb is the
only nucleus in which a disappearance of the dipole radiation was observed (at
spin = 49). Thus showing evidence for such a change. This further strenghtens the
parallel between the observed data and the applied explanation.

In fig. 5 a path of the evolution of the Yb nuclei as a function of spin is
summarized using the calculations of Andersson et. _al_. (solid line) as a guide.
The smooth dashed curves in the figure present pictorically the evolution of the
nuclear shapes using the deformations discussed earlier. The qualitative rela->- ..
tionship between experiment and theory as a function of spin and neutron number
is remakable, except for two features. The calculations for 158Yb predict constant
e between I = 20 - 40 but the.data suggests an increase in e along the y = 60°
axis for 157Yb and 1 5 8Yb, and in ail the isotopes studied larger deformations
for the oblate shapes at high angular momentum are suggested than the calculations
predict. Hovever, it should;be noted that the calculations are made for the yrast
configuration and the data reflects the properties of the states above the yrast
line. Also possible small triaxiality could lower the required e-deformation.

In the present analysis of the data only y-ray multiplicity (no E seliction)
was selected. Thus at each MY the data presents an average of decay paths which
begin almost ten MeV above the yrast line. Nuclear structure effects sensitive to
the addition of single neutrons '.should not effect at such-high excitation. Yet a
strong correlation of the decay mode with neutron number is observed. This indi-
cates that the nuclear de-exitation approaches the yrast line rapidly, so that
the bulk of the collective transitions which is observed occur quite close to the
yrast line. The fact that the y-ray spectra below E Y = 1.4 MeV for a given I are
independent of bombarding energy further strenghtens this interpretation.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


